For Any Environment.
For Any Application.
We’re There.
**KDR® Flex Overhead System with DDR option**

*Advanced technology, ergonomics and clinical value.*

The KDR Flex is a powerful digital radiography system that meets the most demanding X-ray imaging needs. Integrated with AeroDR® digital imaging technology, the system can convert from manual to auto and to assist mode that includes an intuitive and customizable user interface.

- Radiographic ceiling suspension tube stand
- Auto-positioning and Tracking Elevating table

**KDR® Advanced U-Arm System with DDR option**

*Go faster from question to answer.*

Compact, efficient and packed full of advanced design innovations, KDR Advanced U-arm is the perfect solution whether you’re looking to optimize workflow, increase staff efficiency, improve outcomes by expediting the diagnostic process or enhance patients’ experience.

- Designed around operator and patients to save time
- The perfect fit – even in relatively small spaces
- Available with optional DDR and stitching

The KDR Advanced U-Arm System automatically swivels into position, saving valuable time. The advanced detector and Konica Minolta’s state-of-the-art ULTRA acquisition software work in unison to enhance the acquired image. Patient exam information is instantly retrieved, prompting the system to move to a predetermined position and source-to-image-receptor distance (SID) to save time when positioning the patient.

**KDR® Primary System**

*Small space, big functionality.*

The KDR Primary System provides advanced digital X-ray capabilities in a small footprint, equipping urgent care and family practices with the ability to provide general radiography services from exam rooms with limited amounts of space. Increased efficiency, higher resolution and immediate results means better decisions sooner and greater patient satisfaction.

- Unlimited pre-programmed positions
- Accomodates cross-table exams
- 17”x17” detector eliminates rotation and maximizes image area
Straight Arm System

Small space? Think straight.
The Straight Arm System includes a 17” x 17” detector that captures high-resolution digital images in seconds. Combined with ULTRA imaging software, the state-of-the-art Konica Minolta imaging software, the system delivers detailed bone and soft-tissue visualization for a complete diagnostic picture from a single exposure. Great things come in small packages, like increased flexibility, higher resolution and faster results. Better decisions, better patient satisfaction.

- Compact footprint
- Versatile design

Floor Mounted System

Digital radiography. Your way.
The Floor Mounted System provides advanced digital X-ray capabilities in a convenient and familiar configuration enabling most practices to provide general radiography services. Clinicians will have imaging flexibility, excellent image resolution and immediate results in tabletop and standing exams to make informed decisions faster, helping boost throughput and patient satisfaction.

mKDR Xpress™ Mobile X-ray System with DDR option

Taking mobile imaging to a whole new level.
Experience an intuitive and customizable user interface in a compact and powerful digital radiography system. The mKDR Xpress™ Mobile X-ray System meets the most demanding portable X-ray imaging needs whether at the bedside, ICU, CCU or OR. An industry-unique, tube-mounted graphical user interface and image preview function help ensure clear images are visible instantly. Using the mKDR Xpress Mobile X-ray System and AeroDR® Carbon Flat Panel Detector together delivers a synchronized, smart imaging solution for greater efficiency and optimal image quality. Combine the power of this mobile X-ray system with the optional DDR, function and you have an imaging game changer.
Why Consider Dynamic Digital Radiography?

DDR is an enhanced X-ray technology that provides a series of individual digital images acquired at high speed and low dose. The resulting cineloop enables clinicians to observe motion of anatomical structures over time, enhancing diagnostic capabilities.

- Most advanced medical imaging technologies like CT and MRI provide superb spatial resolution but not movement
- Ultrasound has a limited range and fluoroscopy cannot be reprocessed to highlight soft tissue
- Images can be acquired with the patient in a natural upright position, which is not possible with CT or MR

The motion series acquired by DDR are analyzed and quantified with advanced image processing capability.

With an array of systems featuring Dynamic Digital Radiography, Konica Minolta will boost your practice’s clinical capabilities to the next level. DDR is X-ray that moves!

We make the transition to DR easy as 1-2-3!

Take advantage of the many benefits of digital radiography with a partner you can trust to provide the right solutions to meet your needs with a smooth and easy transition process. Whether you are replacing or upgrading your X-ray system, our DR solutions help.

Grow your practice  |  Enhance clinical confidence  |  Boost operational productivity  |  Deliver superior economic value

### Digital Radiography Solutions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AeroDR® Carbon</th>
<th>AeroDR® GL HD-2</th>
<th>AeroDR® GL HD-1</th>
<th>AeroDR® GL HD-P</th>
<th>Universal DR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High Resolution 100μm Imaging. Traditional design detector (glass substrate). DDR capable with high-definition imaging. Selectable Image processing - 100μm/200μm. Glassless enhanced resolution. High-definition and dynamic range imaging. Panel weighs 4.2 lbs/1.9 kg super lightweight including two capacitors. Selectable 100/200μm resolution. Glassless enhanced resolution. High-definition and dynamic range imaging. Panel weighs 3.96 lbs/1.8 kg super lightweight including the capacitor. Selectable 100/200μm resolution. Glassless standard resolution imaging. High-dynamic range imaging at 200μm resolution. Panel weighs 3.96 lbs/1.8 kg super lightweight including the capacitor.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A wireless digital radiography solution that offers exceptional image quality and the right mix of advanced image processing features and simplified software for all general radiography applications. It is ideal for use in both new systems and retrofit rooms. Also available in black.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Available in: 14”x17” and 17”x17” Available in: 14”x17” and 17”x17” Available in: 14”x17” Available in: 14”x17” Available in: 10”x12”, 14”x17”, and 17”x17”

Learn more about Konica Minolta Digital Radiography solutions, visit healthcare.konicaminolta.us, or scan the QR code.
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